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Make sure you have Telegram app, from Google Play on
Android or App Store on Iphone, installed on your phone.
Use the easyRights Agent or scan the above QR code to
obtain the info you need. The below apps are integrated
into the easyRights Agent and can be used and accessed
depending on the services chosen through the Agent. 

easyRights aims at easing migrants’ access and use of public
services through co-designed ICT solutions to guarantee their
inclusion and integration. The easyRights Agent solution was
developed in collaboration with migration specialists,
linguists, ICT experts, and designers and it is the gateway to
the Capeesh Language Training and the CALST
Pronunciation Training.  

These solutions were tested with immigrants in the easyRights
pilot cities of Palermo, Larissa, Málaga, and Birmingham and
are open for testing to all interested users.

Enjoy testing our solutions!

About easyRights Our Solution

Testimonials

"I started to use the service
because I want to be able to
talk when I am in hospital, for

independence. I have
struggled without English and I
don’t wish to struggle anymore,
for job, ask for help when my
child is ill. First experiences,
nervous, scared and happy

also to achieve to learn
English. "

Immigrant from Birmingham,
UK

Do you think the easyRights
tools may have helped you in

getting prepared and
collecting relevant information

on the service/procedure in
advance? "Yes, it would have

been very helpful to know what
the process would be before

starting."
Immigrant from Malaga, Spain

 

Is a collection of minimum requirements for enforcing the
informational rights of foreign (non-EU) immigrants, asylum
seekers, and refugees legally entitled to stay in the territory
of a Member State of the European Union. easyRigths' aim is
to advance the Mediation Grammar to become a standard
by the end of the project.

easyRights Agent

Mediation Grammar

Towards a New Standard

 

Do you need comprehensive, quick, and easy
information to access certain services (e.g.

asylum process)?

Capeesh Language Training - Provides
language training courses with terms targeted
toward specific services.

CALST Pronunciation Training - Helps
pronounce some challenging sounds that
sometimes hamper communication.
Pronunciation training is available for English,
Greek, Italian, Spanish and Norwegian.

https://telegram.org/android
https://telegram.org/dl/ios
https://t.me/easyrights_bot
https://t.me/easyrights_bot

